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3D Printing
When a digital model just won’t do.
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techtrends By Heather Livingston
The Sky Is Not the Limit
BIM and software interoperability are helping propel a
boom in the construction of supertall skyscrapers.
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firstlook By Art Liddle
Dell Precision M6600 Mobile Workstation
Top-of-the-line unit is powerful enough for everyday use
in the office or on the road.
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cadalystlabsreport By Cyrena Respini-Irwin
Material Worlds
With options that are more diverse and affordable than
ever before, 3D printing has seemingly boundless applications for modeling, prototyping, and manufacturing.
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firstlook By Art Liddle
HP Z210 CMT Workstation
The reasonably priced, entry-level HP Z210 delivers performance more indicative of an upper-midrange system.
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firstlook By Bill Fane
SolidWorks Premium 2012
Latest release adds cost analysis, motion optimization,
and the ability to quickly open and review big assemblies.
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firstlook By Scott H. MacKenzie
ArchiCAD 15
New features, including the new Shell tool, aim to
improve the 3D modeling experience for architects.
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firstlook By R.K. McSwain
TurboViewer
IMSI/Design’s 2D/3D DWG file viewer for the iPad is a
handy tool for taking CAD on the road — and it’s free.
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cadmanager By Robert Green
Do We Need a CAD Manager?
Viewing the CAD manager as an ally rather than overhead can give senior managers a business advantage.
circlesandlines By Lynn Allen
A-rray of Sunshine
New array functionality brightens up AutoCAD 2012.
userprofile By Nancy Spurling Johnson
Slaying the Dragon
Drafter Adam Sherratt takes on AutoLISP — and wins.

On the cover: The 3D-printed hand model was produced in a single build
process on the Objet Connex using two materials that simulate standard
plastics. Multi-material prototypes can more closely simulate the appearance and function of complex final products. Image courtesy of Objet.
Cover art direction: Gwen Thomsen Rhoads
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